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In This IssueFeeding into Cancer Risk
PAGE 197
Epidemiological studies indicate that obesity correlates with an increased
risk of cancer. Now, Park et al. demonstrate that obesity, imposed by either
dietary or genetic causes, is a potent promoter of liver tumors in a mouse
model for hepatocellular carcinoma (HCC). Obesity-promoted HCC devel-
opment was dependent on enhanced production of the tumor-promoting
cytokines IL-6 and TNF, which cause hepatic fat accumulation and
fat-induced inflammation. Chronic inflammation caused by obesity and
IL-6 and TNF production may also elevate the risk of other cancers.Melanoma Therapy: A BRAF Paradox
PAGE 209
Most melanomas carry activating mutations in BRAF and drugs that inhibit oncogenic BRAF are used in treating
patients. However, Heidorn et al. now find that BRAF-specific inhibitors hyperactivate a pathway that controls
proliferation in melanoma cells that also express oncogenic RAS. Kinase-dead mutants of BRAF mimic this
response and cooperate with oncogenic RAS to accelerate tumor formation. The data suggest that BRAF-selec-
tive drugs should not be administered to patients with RAS mutant tumors and highlight the importance of
genetic prescreening prior to chemotherapy.Kinase Target for Stroke Therapy
PAGE 222
Brain damage from stroke occurs when an obstruction in blood flow leads to neuronal death. Much effort in
elucidating the mechanisms responsible for ischemic neuronal death has focused on glutamate receptors.
Here, Tu et al. demonstrate that the kinase DAPK1 acts as a specific cell death signal linking extrasynaptic
NMDA glutamate receptors to irreversible neuronal death. Blocking the DAPK1-NMDA receptor interaction is
effective in protecting from ischemic damage in mice, and thus could be considered a promising strategy for
stroke therapy.Sending Dirty Laundry Home to Mom
PAGE 257
Damaged and aggregated proteins are retained in mother cells by a sirtuin-
dependent process during division in yeast. By establishing the global genetic
interaction network of the sirtuin,SIR2, Liu et al. identified the polarisome as the
cytoskeletal machinery required for segregating aggregates during mitotic
cytokinesis. Moreover, daughter cells can clear themselves of damage by a po-
larisome- and tropomyosin-dependent polarized flow of aggregates to the
mother cell compartment. The findings support the hypothesis that cellular
polarization might have evolved to restrict senescence to one cell lineage in
unicellular organisms.Cell 140, January 22, 2010 ª2010 Elsevier Inc. 163
Holding On by a Thread in Mitosis
PAGE 235
Entry into mitosis with unrepaired double-stranded breaks can result in acentric chromosomes and genomic
instability. In this issue, Royou et al. reveal a mechanism by which cells maintain genomic integrity in this
situation. They show that cells entering mitosis with double-strand breaks rely on DNA tethers to maintain
a connection between the centric and acentric chromosome fragments. These tethers, which are coated with
BubR1, Polo, Aurora B, and INCENP, function to segregate sister acentric fragments to opposing poles during
anaphase.VEGF Packs a Double Punch in Tumor Growth
PAGE 268
Tumor cell-derived VEGF acts on endothelial cells to promote angiogenesis
and tumor growth. By employing a mouse skin tumor model, Lichtenberger
et al. now demonstrate that autocrine VEGF is required for epithelial tumor
cell proliferation in a cell-autonomous and angiogenesis-independent
manner. Moreover, they demonstrate that VEGF signaling synergizes with
EGFR to promote tumor growth and that a similar mechanism also occurs
in human squamous cell carcinomas. Thus, in addition to regulating angio-
genesis, VEGF can be considered a potent growth factor for epithelial tumor
cells.Domain Interactions Domino
PAGE 246
Vav proteins are guanine nucleotide exchange factors for Rho family GTPases, and their activity is tightly
regulated. In this issue, Yu et al. report structural, biophysical, and cellular analyses of the five-domain autoinhi-
bitory element of Vav1, which contains the catalytic Dbl homology domain. They show that the catalytic domain is
inhibited by cooperative interdomain interactions, and that inhibition is relieved in a stepwise fashion by phos-
phorylation. These findings illustrate how the opposing requirements of strong suppression of activity and rapid
kinetics of activation can be achieved in multidomain systems.SIRTainty in Glucose Levels
PAGE 280
Nutrient stress and high proliferation activate a switch frommitochondrial
respiration towards lactate production through glycolysis. Zhong et al.
now show that a critical player in this metabolic adaptation is the sirtuin
SIRT6. They demonstrate that SIRT6 functions as a histone H3K9 deace-
tylase to silence expression of multiple glycolytic genes. In addition,
SIRT6 acts as a corepressor of the transcription factor Hif1a, a regulator
of nutrient stress responses. Thus, SIRT6 is a regulator of glucose
homeostasis and may provide a therapeutic target in treating metabolic
diseases.Cell 140, January 22, 2010 ª2010 Elsevier Inc. 165
